Weapons D6 / Pook-Ieng Metalworks Da
Daemon Sword
Swords in the modern galaxy are generally considered a collector's item
as they pose no real purpose. Ancient armies used to carry swords and battle
axes into war, but in the modern era, blasters and artillery pieces are the
weapons of choice.
Authentic antique swords are a rarity and usually cost up to a few thousand
credits each, depending on their condition. However, there are replica
swords that sell for much less and resemble the real thing.
The Daemon sword replica is one of the most popular sword replicas on the
market today. It features a long double edged blade with an ivory handle
carved into the shape of a daemonic creature wrapping itself around a human
male who's arms are extended outward just below the start of the blade. For
those who wish to carry the sword as a weapon rather than make it part of a
collection are given the chance to purchase a vibro modification kit that
will make it a Daemon vibrosword.
Model: Pook-Ieng Metalworks Daemon Sword, Collector's Edition
Type: Customized sword replica
Scale: Character
Skill: Melee combat: sword
Cost: 150 credits (sword), 100 credits (vibro modification kit)
Availability: 2, F
Difficulty: Easy (sword), Moderate (vibrosword)
Damage: STR+1D+2 Max: 6D (sword), STR+3D Max: 7D (vibrosword)
Game Notes: Converting the Daemon sword into a vibrosword requires the
modification kit and a Moderate Technical roll.
The original Daemon sword is a unique weapon carried by Stefon
Sapur, a drifter who wanders from system to system. The original
sword does STR+2D damage.
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